
Stone Hill Financial and TEST Football Academy Partnership 
Preparing college football players with the best opportunity for life in the NFL. 

 
Annandale, NJ – January 10, 2022. 
Stone Hill Financial announced a new 
partnership with TEST Football 
Academy to offer financial literacy to 
the athletes that enter the academy in 
preparation for the NFL Combine.  

“The addition of Stone Hill Financial to 
the TEST Team continues to 
differentiate what our academy has to 
offer for these young athletes.  Our 
team is made up of the best in the 
industry including Performance 
Enhancement Specialists, Coaches, 
Doctors, Sport Psychologists, Massage 
Therapists, Physical Therapists, 
Nutritionist and now a team of certified 
financial advisors to offer the greatest 
success possible,” said Kevin Dunn, 
Owner and CEO of TEST Football 
Academy. 

“We’re thrilled to be partnering with TEST to offer financial literacy and our services.  Our goal is to best 
prepare these young athletes with the information and tools for long-term financial stability.  Making it to 
the NFL is an incredible achievement and having a financial plan in place will extend this amazing 
accomplishment for years to come,” said Timothy Hyland, Certified Financial Planner (CFP®) and President 
of Stone Hill Financial. 

The NFL is one of the most demanding sports and according to an RBC Wealth Management study, the 
average age of retirement is 27.6. [1] Some athletes make it to retirement, while others may be forced to 
leave the game early because of an injury.  Many professional athletes declare bankruptcy during or 
quickly after retirement [2] which often can be avoided with proper money management.   
 
TEST Football Academy is the result of Kevin Dunn, Owner & CEO, Geir Gudmundsen, Director of Football 
Operations, and their team of world class performance coaches and many current and former NFL 
Veterans. With the program’s collective experience and expertise, they prepare athletes for the NFL 
Combine, Pro Days and help to extend NFL careers with consistent follow-up and coaching in the off-
season year after year. No longer do you have to accept one trainer when you can have an entire team of 
experts supporting you on the most important journey of your life. Located in Martinsville, NJ. 
 
Stone Hill Financial was founded by Timothy M. Hyland, CFP® with the goal of assisting clients to develop a 
financial strategy that meets their individual needs.  Our focus is to help educate on the importance of a 
financial plan and assist clients map out an appropriate strategy that matches their unique goals, priorities, 
short and long-term objectives and tolerance for risk. Our client base includes professional athletes and 
coaches. Located in Annandale, NJ. 
 
For questions, please contact Stone Hill Financial LLC at 908-894-5020 or email Sofia Manoussakis at 
smanoussakis@stonehillfinancial.net. 
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